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A very simple and general procedure that extracts constant- Manassen et al. (5) first proposed in 1987 that information
evolution-frequency data from a truncated multidimensional (2D, from 1D spectra could be transferred into the analysis of 2D
3D, 4D, etc.) FID is described, generalized, analyzed, and illus- data with linear least-squares procedures. In the meantime
trated. The method replaces Fourier transformation of the evolu- much attention has been focused on linear prediction (6) and
tion dimension with a linear model created from a separate, high-

maximum entropy (7) as a means of increasing resolution in
quality 1D FID. The equivalent of high resolution in the evolution

evolution dimensions, and the usefulness of the simple least-dimension can be achieved without obtaining an extensive multidi-
squares alternative has not been appreciated. This paper re-mensional FID. The analysis of the 1D FID can also be used to
examines, generalizes, and analyzes the linear least-squarespredict the signal to noise ratio of the extracted slices that will
procedure, and presents examples from solid state NMR thatresult from various evolution dimension sampling protocols, mak-

ing it possible to develop a priori an optimal sampling strategy for illustrate its power. It is shown that closely spaced constant-
the multidimensional FID. The evolution dimension need not be evolution-frequency slices can be extracted from a truncated
sampled periodically. The procedure has a potential signal-to- multidimensional FID, here called the ‘‘main’’ FID, with
noise ratio advantage because it extracts usable information from the aid of data from a separate 1D FID, called the ‘‘guide’’
a multidimensional FID at short evolution times before the magne- FID. The procedure may be thought of as exporting resolu-
tization has decayed significantly. q 1997 Academic Press

tion from the guide FID, and importing it into the associated
evolution dimension of the main FID. Thus our acronym,
‘‘TIGER,’’ is derived from technique for importing greater

INTRODUCTION evolution resolution. TIGER can also be seen as a generaliza-
tion of the 1D chemical shift modulated correlation spectros-

Although multidimensional NMR spectroscopy is remark- copy (8) developed for single crystals.
ably powerful, its application often suffers from the lengthy TIGER is applicable to any multidimensional spectros-
experimental times required to acquire sufficient resolution copy with an evolution dimension for which an equivalent
in indirectly detected evolution dimensions. This limitation high-resolution 1D FID can be obtained. It also requires that
may be especially frustrating in those cases where an equiva- the main multidimensional FID be composed of sums of
lent, well-resolved spectrum may be obtained relatively products of responses (see below). TIGER replaces Fourier
quickly from a 1D direct-detection experiment. For example, transformation of the designated evolution dimension with
in solid state NMR the slow-sample-turning 2D PHORMAT a linear model created from the guide FID. Applying the
experiment (1, 2) displays an isotropic shift spectrum in the linear model to the truncated experimental main FID then
evolution dimension, whereas this same spectral information directly extracts constant-evolution-frequency slices equiva-
is readily available from a high-speed magic-angle-spinning lent to those that could be separated by Fourier transforma-
(MAS) 1D experiment. Likewise, in the single-crystal 2D tion of a much-expanded evolution dimension FID. Thus,
chemical shift correlation experiment (3, 4) the evolution the equivalent of high resolution in the evolution dimension
dimension spectrum can be obtained directly by taking a 1D is achieved without obtaining an extensive main FID. TIGER
spectrum with the crystal in its evolution position. In both accommodates any magnetization-decay function, as the
cases it is much easier to obtain high resolution by fully character of the decay is observed directly in the correspond-
sampling the 1D free induction decay (FID) than by ex- ing 1D guide FID. TIGER is thus more general than linear
tending the 2D FID to long evolution times. prediction (6) , which requires exponential magnetization

decay. TIGER automatically incorporates the matched filter
that optimizes the signal-to-noise ratio (S /N) when Fourier1 To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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135TECHNIQUE FOR IMPORTING GREATER EVOLUTION RESOLUTION

transforming a FID; each peak receives its own matched where F(tn , ta ) is the 2D FID sampled at tn in the evolution
dimension, and the gm(tn) are sampled gm( tb) functions.filter according to its individual width. Since Fourier trans-

formation is bypassed, the main evolution dimension need The central idea of the original work (5) and of this
paper is that the values of the gm(tn) are available from thenot be sampled periodically (5) . Thus TIGER also provides

a simple, alternative procedure for treating such data. The decomposition of the 1D guide FID into contributions from
each individual site. The process of analyzing the guideanalysis of the guide FID also predicts the S /N of the ex-

tracted slices that will result from various evolution-dimen- spectrum is not trivial, but it can be accomplished by simulat-
ing and fitting the 1D guide FID whenever its spectrum ission sampling protocols, making it possible to develop a

priori an optimal sampling strategy for the main FID. When at least partially resolved (see below).
Once the gm(tn) coefficients have been obtained from thecompared to Fourier transform processing of an evolution

dimension, TIGER has a potential S /N advantage that arises 1D guide FID, the process of extracting the fm( ta ) from the
main FID follows from the linear model (11, 12) . Thus,from its ability to extract information from a multidimen-

sional FID acquired at short times before the magnetization when M ° N , least-squares estimates fO m( ta ) for the acquisi-
amplitude has decayed significantly. tion dimension responses are found from the equations

THEORY fO m( ta ) Å ∑
N

nÅ1

hm ,nE(tn , ta ) , [3]

The linear least-squares procedure applies only to those
multidimensional NMR experiments that produce main FIDs where E(tn , ta ) gives the sampled experimental 2D FID that
that can be written as a sum of products of responses in two includes noise. The hm ,n coefficients are found from
complementary sets of dimensions. For example, in the 2D
case the main FID must be a sum of products of responses

hm ,n Å ∑
M

m =Å1

bm ,m=g*m=(tn) , [4]in the acquisition dimension and the evolution dimension.
Each such product typically corresponds to a unique nuclear
site in a molecule. The application of the linear model is where the bm ,m= are the solutions to
different for phase-encoded complex and amplitude-modu-
lated hypercomplex main FIDs (9, 10) . The original work

dm ,m= Å ∑
M

m0Å1

bm ,m0 ∑
N

nÅ1

g*m0(tn)gm=(tn) , [5](5) applied to complex 2D FIDs, and this case is treated
first.

Complex phase-encoded main FIDs. For M nuclear sites and where dm ,m= is the Kronecker delta. The complex nature
indexed by m , the noiseless 2D main FID must be written of the gm(tn) introduces the complex conjugate into Eqs.
in the sum-of-products functional form [4] and [5]. Equations [3] , [4] , and [5] describe a very

simple and fast computation consisting only of matrix multi-
plications and inversion of the positive definite M 1 MF( tb , ta ) Å ∑

M

mÅ1

gm( tb) fm( ta ) , [1]
square matrix with elements (N

nÅ1 g*m (tn)gm=(tn) . The
above procedure is the standard linear model (11, 12) , often
written in matrix notation aswhere tb is the evolution time and ta parameterizes the acqui-

sition dimension. The standard complex notation is adopted
for F( tb , ta ) , gm( tb) and fm( ta ) . The acquisition dimension fO ( ta ) Å BG†E( ta ) Å (G†G)01G†E(ta ) .
quadrature-detected responses fm( ta ) that constitute the 2D
FID are each phase shifted to encode their evolution frequen- For phase-encoded complex data the linear model extracts
cies by multiplication with the complex function gm( tb) . The the acquisition responses fO m( ta ) directly without Fourier
gm( tb) functions give the evolution response from the mth transformation, hence phase-twisted 2D peaks are not en-
site, while the fm( ta ) functions are the corresponding acquisi- countered. The extracted responses fO m( ta ) are acquisition di-
tion dimension responses. It is the individual fm( ta ) func- mension FIDs that can be Fourier transformed and phased
tions, separated from one another by the information gath- to absorption mode lineshapes. This feature alone recom-
ered in the evolution dimension, that are sought from the mends the linear model for processing phase-encoded multi-
2D data. By sampling at N evolution times denoted by tn , dimensional NMR data.
a set of N linear equations valid at all ta is produced Hypercomplex amplitude-modulated main FIDs. In hy-

percomplex amplitude-modulated data (10) separate real and
imaginary designations are needed for each dimension (9) .F(tn , ta ) Å ∑

M

mÅ1

gm(tn) fm( ta ) , [2]
The acquisition-dimension quadrature-detected FIDs are
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136 MCGEORGE ET AL.

each amplitude modulated by cosine and sine functions of results of the fitting are the amplitudes, frequencies, lines-
hapes, and phases of the lines in the guide FID. The phasethe corresponding evolution frequency. Those that are co-

sine-modulated are labeled real in the evolution dimension, values obtained from the guide FID become irrelevant, as
phase in the multidimensional FID is controlled by the mainand those that are sine-modulated are labeled imaginary. The

amplitude modulating factors are thus real functions that pulse sequence. The models are all scaled to gm(0) Å 1.
This scaling has the effect of transferring the amplitude in-exist in pairs that may be designated gm ,r(tn) , where the

additional subscript r denotes real or imaginary. In the con- formation in the main FID to the extracted responses, be-
cause of the sum-of-products form of Eqs. [1] and [6].text of the main 2D FID, r refers to real and imaginary in

the evolution dimension, whereas in the context of the 1D The frequencies and lineshapes from the fitting, along with
phases determined by the main pulse sequence, then mayguide FID, r refers to the acquisition-dimension quadrature-

detection axes. The main FIDs real and imaginary parts be used to construct model FID functions gm( t) that, when
appropriately sampled, provide the gm(tn) .must also be labeled with the same symbol r, becoming

Fr(tn , ta ) . Equation [2] then becomes the 2N linear equa- The guide FID may also be used to predict the optimal
evolution-dimension sampling of the main FID. One wouldtions valid for all ta

like to obtain, in a fixed period of time, a main FID that
will produce extracted responses fO m( ta ) with the highestFr(tn , ta ) Å ∑

M

mÅ1

gm ,r(tn) fm( ta ) . [6]
S /N . For periodic sampling, the variables to be optimized
are the evolution dwell time and the maximum evolution
time. In the nonperiodic sampling case, the goal is to findEquation [3] is modified to expand its sum to include the real
the set of evolution times tn (and in the hypercomplex case,and imaginary (in the evolution dimension) contributions
the selection of real and imaginary FIDs) that will produce
the highest S /N . Such optimization requires understanding

fO m( ta ) Å ∑
imag

rÅreal

∑
N

nÅ1

hm ,r,nEr(tn , ta ) , [7] the propagation of noise from the main FID into the re-
sponses fO m( ta ) . Noise propagation in the linear model is
characterized by the variance–covariance matrix given byEq. [4] becomes
s 2bm ,m= , where bm ,m= is defined in Eq. [5] or Eq. [9] (11, 12) .
The symbol s denotes the variance of the data, equal to the

hm ,r,n Å ∑
M

m=Å1

bm ,m=gm=,r(tn) , [8] rms noise level of the main FID. The matrix of correlation
coefficients is given by

and Eq. [5] becomes
rm ,m= Å bm ,m=(bm ,mbm=,m=)

01/2 . [10]

dm ,m= Å ∑
M

m0Å1

bm ,m0 ∑
imag

rÅreal

∑
N

nÅ1

gm0,r(tn)gm=,r(tn) . [9] The marginal standard deviations sm are given by the square
root of the diagonal terms of the variance–covariance matrix

As before, Eq. [9] defines an inverse relationship between
sm Å sb 1/2

m ,m , [11]two square matrices.
Analysis of the guide FID. For both the complex and

and describe the rms noise level in the responses fO m( ta )hypercomplex cases, separation of the fO m( ta ) acquisition-di-
(11, 12) . If the main FID is gathered in a fixed period ofmension responses from the main FID is actually accom-
time as N acquisition-dimension FIDs, the variance s of theplished by decomposing the guide FID into the responses
data in each 1D FID composing the main 2D FID will begm(tn) and gm ,r(tn) respectively, and this step is the most
proportional to N01/2 , and the signal in each 1D FID iscrucial in the application of TIGER. For the examples given
proportional to N01 . Thus the S /N in each 1D FID willbelow, this decomposition is done by least-squares fitting
be proportional to N01/2 , and the S /N of each extractedthe guide FID with a linear superposition of model FIDs
response fO m( ta ) is proportional to a figure of merit given byadjusted in frequency and lineshape with a SIMPLEX algo-

rithm until an overall best fit is obtained. The lineshape is
sm Å (Nbm ,m)01/2 . [12]modeled as a convolution of Lorentzian and Gaussian

shapes, and thus the simulated response for each site is made
to decay as the product of exponential and Gaussian func- Examples given below show how this figure of merit reflects

some well-known properties of transient NMR signals. Thetions in the traditional manner. The two decay constants and
the frequency of the peak are varied with the SIMPLEX figure of merit for a given peak depends not only on that

peak’s properties, but also on the frequencies and widths ofalgorithm until a minimum sum of squares is obtained. The
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137TECHNIQUE FOR IMPORTING GREATER EVOLUTION RESOLUTION

all the peaks in the spectrum and on the sampling protocol.
The figure of merit as defined above gives the relative S /N
for each peak as a function of the sampling protocol, but it
does not specify the ratio of S /N between the various peaks.
This is because the signal heights of the various peaks in
the 2D spectrum depend upon the nature (e.g., the lineshape)
of the acquisition dimension response in the main FID, and
these characteristics cannot be determined from the guide
FID alone.

With the convention that gm(0) Å 1, the maximum value
that the figure of merit can attain is sm Å 1 for a single pulse
applied to a sample with only one response. In the above
analysis such an experiment is described by M Å 1 and N
Å 1. The evolution time tn is effectively zero. Evaluating
b1,1 for this instance renders the figure of merit s1 Å 1.

The above derivation of the figure of merit addresses prop-
agation of noise from the main FID to the extracted FIDs,
but it ignores errors that originate in the guide FID and the
fitting process that separates the gm(tn) responses. Since the
guide FID is 1D, its S /N is typically high and any such
errors will be relatively small.

Differences between the guide FID and its separate models
may be introduced both accidentally and intentionally. For
example, the model may intentionally omit certain responses
in order to forego modeling and extracting uninteresting or
spurious peaks. Also, extra models that have no correspond-
ing intensity in the main FID may be included. It will be FIG. 1. Spectra obtained by Fourier transforming a 2D 13C chemical-

shift-correlation spectrum of succinic acid. (a) Two-dimensional spectrum,shown below that such anomalies in the model do not impair
the hypercomplex Fourier transform of a FID with 45 evolution dwellthe method when the extra or missing peaks are well sepa-
increments. The complete spectral widths are plotted in both the acquisition

rated from the other peaks, and thus it is often possible to and evolution dimensions. (b) Projection of the 2D spectrum onto the
omit uninteresting peaks without compromising the extrac- evolution axis. (c) Acquisition dimension slices corresponding to the four
tion of important peaks. Also, the method is not impaired if peaks. The spectral width in both dimensions is 1/66.7 ms Å 14,992.5 Hz.

There are 512 complex points in the acquisition dimension FIDs.for some reason the guide FID includes an isolated response
that does not appear in the main FID.

TIGER automatically incorporates the matched filter (9)
into the processing of the evolution dimension. In the case TIGER has a potential S /N advantage over Fourier trans-

form processing of evolution dimensions. This advantageof a single response whose evolution frequency is zero, the
arises solely from TIGER’s ability to obtain usable informa-evolution response is given by g*1 ( tb) Å d( tb) , where d( tb)
tion from a short multidimensional FID acquired before theis a real function characterizing the magnetization decay.
magnetization has decayed. If a multidimensional FID con-Thus, from Eq. [4] with M Å 1
tains only a single response, treating the evolution dimension
with TIGER is equivalent to processing it with a matched-h1,n Å b1,1d(tn) , [13]
filter and Fourier transform, and it will result in the same
S /N . But when multiple peaks are present, Fourier transfor-so that
mation processing often requires an extensive FID that has
decayed significantly in order to avoid interference between
responses. The part of the experimental time spent samplingfO 1( ta ) Å b1,1 ∑

N

nÅ1

d(tn)E(tn , ta ) . [14]
after the magnetization has decayed significantly in the evo-
lution dimension is not used efficiently to gather acquisition-
dimension-response information. TIGER can thus gain aThus TIGER multiplies the main FID by the decay function

determined from the guide FID, and this multiplication con- S /N advantage by avoiding such long evolution times.
The above equations are derived under the assumptionstitutes the application of a matched filter in the evolution

dimension. that the acquisition-dimension FIDs that constitute the main
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138 MCGEORGE ET AL.

FIG. 2. Spectra obtained by TIGER processing a 2D 13C chemical-shift-correlation spectrum of succinic acid. (a) Two-dimensional spectrum, the
hypercomplex Fourier transform of the FID truncated to 15 complex evolution dwell increments. (b) Projection of the 2D spectrum onto the evolution
axis. (c) Guide spectrum taken with the single crystal in the evolution orientation with 1024 complex points in its FID. (d) Simulated spectra that
decompose the guide spectrum into four peaks. (e) Acquisition dimension spectra extracted from the main FID truncated to 15 evolution dwell increments,
connected to their corresponding guide spectrum models with the labeled lines.

FID are all gathered with the same number of transients, mental data into Eqs. [4] and [5], or Eqs. [8] and [9].
Standard texts (11, 12) address these details.and thus that they all have the same noise level. If selective

signal averaging is used, it is appropriate to employ a
weighted linear model. This extension is easily made by EXAMPLES
incorporating the variance–covariance matrix of the experi-

Chemical shift correlation spectroscopy. Single-crystal
chemical shift correlation spectroscopy is a very simple 2D
NMR experiment in which a single crystal is held stationaryTABLE 1
during the evolution period of a 2D chemical exchange pulseParameters of Succinic Acid Peaks in Fig. 1a

sequence, rotated during the mixing period, and then again
Peak Frequencyb Gaussianc Lorentzianc held stationary in a second orientation during the acquisition

period (3, 4) . This protocol results in a 2D spectrum with
A 00.315383 0.004760 0.000527

peaks located at their chemical shifts in the two single-crystalB 00.005011 0.003666 0.004342
orientations. This correlated shift information provides aC /0.304400 0.005617 0.017434

D /0.333076 0.003973 0.001017 means of measuring complete chemical-shift tensors in sam-
ples with many nonequivalent nuclei in their unit cells

a These values produce the points in Fig. 4. (13, 14) . Figure 1 shows a 13C chemical shift correlation
b Frequencies are given in a unit frequency scale that ranges from 00.5

spectrum of succinic acid obtained from Fourier trans-on the left end to /0.5 at the right end of the spectrum.
forming a hypercomplex FID with 45 evolution dwell incre-c Broadenings are specified by their full-width at half-maximum on the

unit frequency scale. ments, along with the projection onto the evolution axis and
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139TECHNIQUE FOR IMPORTING GREATER EVOLUTION RESOLUTION

dwell increments, only 1/3 the actual data used for Fig. 1.
The 2D spectrum obtained from the truncated 2D FID and
the evolution-dimension-projection 1D spectrum both show
large sin(x) /x oscillations, and peaks C and D are not re-
solved in the projection. The 1D guide spectrum, however,
accurately characterizes both the frequencies and widths of
all four peaks for this orientation of the crystal. The simu-
lated spectra shown result from fitting the guide FID in
the manner described above. The resulting frequency and
broadening parameters for the guide spectrum in Fig. 2 are
given in Table 1. The extracted responses shown at the top
of Fig. 2 each contain only a single peak. All of the shift
and correlation information available from the 2D spectrum
is thus present in the extracted responses.

Figure 3 shows examples that illustrate the effects of omit-
ting and including extra gm(tn) models in the succinic acid
case. Figure 3a serves as a point of reference, showing the
same model set and extracted responses as in Fig. 2. In Fig.
3b an extra model X with an evolution dimension frequency
that is well-separated from the other models has been in-
cluded; the extracted responses for models A, B, C, and D
remain unchanged, while the X response shows only noise.
In Fig. 3c the response from the well-isolated peak B has
been omitted from the set; the resulting extracted responses
for peaks A, C, and D are not significantly changed. On the
other hand, when the response from peak C is omitted from
the set, as in Fig. 3d, the resulting extracted responses for
the well-isolated peaks A and B are not significantly
changed, but the extracted response for the nearby peak D
is corrupted by the response that would otherwise have been

FIG. 3. Evolution dimension model sets and their corresponding acqui- assigned to peak C. Thus, to avoid such artifacts it is im-
sition dimension responses extracted from the succinic acid main FID of

portant that any omitted models be at well-separated evolu-Fig. 2. (a) Same set of four simulated spectra A, B, C, and D used in Fig.
tion frequencies.2. The extracted acquisition dimension responses are thus the same as in

Fig. 2. (b) Set of four simulated spectra A, B, C, and D used in Fig. 1, Figure 4 shows a plot of the S /N figures of merit sn for
plus a fifth model X that does not correspond to any feature in the guide periodic sampling of the succinic acid main FID as a func-
FID or the main FID. The addition of the well-separated model X does not tion of the maximum evolution time, as specified by the
damage the extraction of the responses from the other four models, and its

number of evolution dwell increments. This plot illustratesextracted response contains only noise. (c) Set of three simulated spectra
a number of well-known properties of transient NMR sig-A, C, and D, but not model B. The omission of the well-separated model

B does not damage the extracted responses from the other three models. nals. The acquisition-dimension responses from the narrow,
(d) Set of three simulated spectra A, B, and D, but not model C. The isolated lines A and B always have relatively good S /N ,
omission of the model C corrupts the extracted response from the nearby even when only a few evolution dwell increments are sam-
peak D.

pled, as their magnetizations quickly separate from one
another. On the other hand, when only a few evolution
dwell increments are sampled the responses from theacquisition dimension slices through the four peaks. No line

broadening was applied to the evolution dimension, and closely spaced lines C and D have very poor S /N because
their magnetizations have not yet moved apart, making itpeaks A, B, and D are narrow enough that sin(x) /x oscilla-

tions remain. Peak C is significantly broader in the evolution difficult for the algorithm to separate the two signals. Plots
(not shown) of the responses extracted from the main FIDdimension due to difficulty in decoupling its CH2 carbon at

that particular single-crystal orientation. The slices for peaks truncated to only 3 evolution dwell increments have very
large noise amplitudes for lines C and D, and the noise inC and D exhibit interference between the peaks due to the

width of peak C and the sin(x) /x oscillations of peak D. one of the extracted spectra is approximately the negative
equal of the noise in the other, as predicted by the valueFigure 2 shows the 13C spectra associated with the TIGER

analysis of the same main FID truncated to 15 evolution of the correlation coefficient, rC,D Å 00.977. From the data
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140 MCGEORGE ET AL.

in Table 1 it can be calculated that the magnetizations of
lines C and D precess to opposite phases in 17.4 evolution
dwell times, and the plot in Fig. 4 shows that sampling the
main FID out to this evolution time results in the responses
of lines C and D having relatively good S /N . As the maxi-
mum evolution time is extended (under conditions of con-
stant total experimental time) the S /N for peak C decreases
because information is gathered less efficiently after its
magnetization has decayed significantly. For the same rea-
son the S /N for all of the lines ultimately fall as the maxi-
mum evolution time is increased. Fortunately, the plot of
Fig. 4 shows a wide range of maximum evolution times,
from 14 to 20 dwell increments, that give relatively good
S /N for all four lines. Because the projection pulse that
terminates the evolution period in the exchange pulse se-
quence leaves

√
1/2 of the magnetization on the average,

the maximum possible figure of merit at large numbers of
dwell increments is 0.707, and indeed all of the curves in
Fig. 4 lie below this value. The irregularities in the figures
of merit values for 3 through 8 dwell increments, particu-
larly evident in the points for peak B, result whenever
one of the limited number of dwell increments includes a
particularly large or small projected magnetization. At
larger numbers of dwell increments the curves become
smoother as each additional FID makes a proportionately
smaller contribution. The plot in Fig. 4 is based on the

FIG. 5. Spectra obtained by Fourier transforming a 2D 13C PHORMATevolution dwell time that produces the spectral width shown
spectrum of 2,6-dimethoxynaphthalene. (a) Two-dimensional spectrum, thein Fig. 2. Plots of the S /N figure of merit versus maximum
hypercomplex Fourier transform of a FID with 32 evolution dwell incre-
ments. The complete spectral widths are plotted in both the acquisition and
evolution dimensions. (b) Projection of the 2D spectrum onto the evolution
axis. (c) Acquisition dimension slices corresponding to the five peaks. The
spectral width in the acquistion dimension is 80.0 kHz, and the spectral
width in the evolution dimension is 12.5 kHz. There are 512 complex points
in the acquisition dimension FIDs.

evolution time are largely independent of the spectral
width, except in those cases where aliasing causes overlap
of lines.

Magic angle turning spectroscopy. A number of 2D
magic-angle-turning (MAT) experiments have recently
been developed to obtain chemical shift powder patterns
separated by their isotropic shifts in the evolution dimen-
sion (1, 2, 15 ) . One variant is the phase-corrected MAT,
or PHORMAT, experiment designed to produce nontilted
spectra with flat baseplanes. Figure 5 shows a 13C PHOR-
MAT spectrum of 2,6-dimethoxynaphthalene, along withFIG. 4. Plot of the signal-to-noise figure of merit sn for the four succinic

acid peaks in Fig. 1 as a function of the number of dwell increments in the its evolution dimension projection and acquisition dimen-
evolution dimension of the main FID. The number of dwell increments N sion slices. This spectrum was obtained from a hypercom-
includes the initial evolution time tb Å 0, so that the evolution times are plex FID with 32 evolution dwell increments, too few to
given by nd, for n Å 0 to N 0 1. The dwell time is 66.7 ms, the same as

suppress the sin(x ) /x oscillations from the narrow peaks.that used for the spectrum of Fig. 1. The dashed line at 0.707 marks the
Shown in Fig. 6 are the spectra associated with TIGERmaximum possible figure of merit for the 2D chemical-shift-correlation

experiment. processing the main FID truncated to 8 evolution dwell
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141TECHNIQUE FOR IMPORTING GREATER EVOLUTION RESOLUTION

FIG. 6. Spectra obtained by TIGER processing a 2D 13C PHORMAT spectrum of 2,6-dimethoxynaphthalene. (a) Two-dimensional spectrum, the
hypercomplex Fourier transform of the FID used for Fig. 5 truncated to 8 evolution dwell increments. (b) Projection of the 2D spectrum onto the
evolution axis. (c) High-speed MAS TOSS guide spectrum with 1024 complex points in its FID. (d) Simulated spectra that decompose the guide
spectrum into five evolution dimension peaks. (e) Acquisition dimension spectra extracted from the main FID, connected to their corresponding guide
spectrum models with the labeled lines.

increments, corresponding to only 1
4 of the actual data used MAS 1D guide spectrum shown in Fig. 7a was obtained

with TPPM decoupler modulation (18 ) and TOSS spin-in Fig. 5. The guide spectrum was obtained by high-speed
ning-sideband suppression (16 ) . The guide spectrum line-MAS using TOSS sideband suppression (16 ) , and it was
widths vary between 0.2 and 0.5 ppm. The closely spaceddecomposed into the simulated spectra in the same manner
lines at 28.1 and 28.5 ppm are both approximately 0.3 ppmas described above. Plotted at the top of Fig. 6 are the
wide. The PHORMAT dataset, with a maximum evolutionextracted powder patterns. Peak B represents two carbons
time of 13.8 ms, was obtained in 14 h with a 2-s experi-with essentially identical isotropic shifts, but quite different
ment repetition time. The principal values for the 13 sin-principal values, and the breakpoints of both powder pat-
gle-bonded carbon chemical shift tensors are defined byterns may be seen in the extracted spectrum. It was impossi-
the extracted powder patterns shown in Fig. 7b. Most nota-ble to distinguish the two different responses contained in
ble are the significantly different powder patterns obtainedpeak B in the guide FID, and consequently their acquisition
for the lines at 28.1 and 28.5 ppm. Without TIGER pro-dimension responses are not separated by TIGER. Because
cessing it would have taken at least three times as longthe two tensors are so different, fitting the extracted spec-
to obtain the PHORMAT 2D FID necessary to resolvetrum with two powder patterns would provide the two sets
the responses from these lines. The two sp 2 carbons inof principal values (17 ) .
caryophyllene oxide whose isotropic shifts are 114.1 andTIGER processing significantly increases the power of
154.1 ppm have tensors with greater than 100-ppm span,the PHORMAT experiment, particularly when it is neces-
which makes the extracted powder patterns difficult tosary to separate many peaks. Figure 7 shows results from
interpret because of low S /N . The principal values ofTIGER processing a 13C PHORMAT 2D FID obtained
these two tensors were thus found from TIGER processingovernight on a 400-MHz spectrometer on caryophyllene

oxide, a sesquiterpene with 15 carbons. The high-speed a second, specifically tailored PHORMAT dataset that
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FIG. 7. Spectra obtained by TIGER processing a 2D 13C PHORMAT
spectrum of caryophyllene oxide. All data were taken with TPPM decou-
pling on a Chemagnetics CMX-400 spectrometer with a 7.5-mm diameter
rotor, experiment repetition time Å 2 s, cross-polarization contact time Å
3 ms, gB2 Å 54.3 kHz, TPPM decoupler phase-shift angle Å {8.07, and
time at each phase Å 9.2 ms, corresponding to a 1807 pulse. All shifts
shown are in parts per million from TMS, as found by referencing to
adamantane at 38.4 ppm. (a) Portion of the high-speed MAS TOSS guide
spectrum that includes the 13 lines from the single-bonded carbons. The
spectrum is the Fourier transform of a 2500 complex point FID taken with
sample spinning frequency Å 4. kHz. The labels on the connecting lines
give the isotropic shifts. (b) Extracted powder patterns for the 13 sp 3

carbons. The PHORMAT 2D FID was obtained with 220 complex points
in the evolution dimension, evolution dwell time Å 62.7 ms, 1024 complex
points in the acquisition dimension, acquisition dwell time Å 14.3 ms, and
sample spinning frequency Å 30.0 Hz.

took 4 h to acquire. Our work on caryophyllene oxide is
still in progress, and thus the tensor principal values and
the tensor assignments to specific carbons will be reported
later.

Magic angle turning separated local field spectroscopy.
The PHORMAT experiment can be extended to a third
dimension (19 ) to encode dipolar coupling by including

FIG. 8. Five 2D SLF spectra of 2,6-dimethoxynaphthalene extracted
from a main FID with only 10 complex points in the isotropic-shift evolution
dimension. The labels correspond to peak labels in Fig. 6. Chemical shift
information is given on the horizontal axis, and dipolar information lies
along the vertical axis.
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a separated local field (SLF) (20 ) evolution period with guide FID, and a 1D separated-local-field spectrum would be
extracted for each peak. The two- to threefold time savingsflip-flop Lee-Goldburg homonuclear decoupling (21 ) .

The first evolution dimension with responses gm ,r( tb ) re- afforded by TIGER processing would be especially useful
in such high dimensionality cases.mains the isotropic shift dimension, and it can be TIGER

processed guided by a high-speed magic-angle-spinning Though the main FIDs of many spectroscopies, particu-
larly those that produce narrow peaks, conform to the sum-FID. Such an experiment is defined by the noiseless 3D

main FID of-products form necessary for the application of TIGER,
this form is not universal. Two-dimensional powder patterns
are notable exceptions.

Fr( tc , tb , ta ) Å ∑
M

mÅ1

gm ,r( tb) fm( tc , ta ) , [15]
Some variants of the MAT experiment produce tilted spec-

tra that in their unprocessed states do not conform to the
sum-of-products form (1, 15) . Nevertheless, TIGER couldwhere tc is a second evolution time. The estimates for the
treat such spectra by first transforming the acquisition dimen-2D FIDs are given by
sion, applying an acquisition-dimension-frequency depen-
dent shift to the evolution dimension FIDs, and then applying

fO m( tc , ta ) Å ∑
imag

rÅreal

∑
N

nÅ1

hm ,r,nEr( tc , tn , ta ) , [16] the TIGER algorithm to the modified evolution dimension
to extract the powder pattern acquisition spectra.

TIGER is quite different from both linear prediction (6)
where the hm ,r,n are given as before by Eqs. [8] and [9]. and maximum entropy (7) , both of which seek to increase
The extracted 2D FIDs fO m( tc , ta ) display the dipolar evolu- resolution from the data in the main FID, rather than to
tion dimension and the chemical shift powder pattern acqui- import resolution from a separate guide FID. Linear predic-
sition dimension. A separate spectrum is obtained for each tion may be used profitably to analyze and decompose the
isotropic shift. Figure 8 shows the five 2D SLF spectra of 1D guide FID, a task that is currently done manually, making
2,6-dimethoxynaphthalene extracted from a main FID with it the time-consuming step.
only 10 complex points in the isotropic-shift evolution di-
mension. The distinct SLF patterns from the two carbons CONCLUSIONS
represented by peak B are visible; the nonprotonated carbon
produces the narrow, intense band, while the protonated car- TIGER is a powerful method for combining the best fea-
bon produces the relatively low-lying characteristic SLF but- tures of two data sets, the resolution present in the guide
terfly pattern. These spectra can be compared to those pub- FID and the correlation information available from the main
lished previously (19) that were produced from a far more FID. TIGER illustrates the principle that bringing outside
extensive dataset. knowledge into a data analysis can greatly enhance its accu-

racy and sensitivity.
DISCUSSION
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